I. COMPANY INFORMATION

Company Name: Beijing Sankuai Online Technology Co., Ltd

Address: Hengdian Building, No. 4 Wangjing East Rd, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100102, China

Type of Industry: IT

Website: http://campus.meituan.com/#/

Contact Person: Ken Zhao

Job Title: Recruiter

Email: Ken.zhao@dianping.com

Tel: +86-15158113040

Fax:

II. POSITION OFFERED

❑ Summer Internship  ❑ 1-year Internship  ✓ Graduate Position  ❑ Others: Please specify ________

Job Title: Computer Vision Engineer

No. of Vacancy: 5

Department: Intelligent Technology Center

Job Description: Responsible for computer vision research and development, including but not limited to: OCR, face recognition, image classification, image quality ranking, image content recognition.

Expected Commencement Date: From: 2017 To: 2018
III. JOB REQUIREMENTS

Job Requirements:

Requirements:

1. Bachelor degree or above

2. Proficient in the basic theories and methods of pattern recognition and image processing with rich relevant research experience;

3. Relevant experience in one or more fields: OCR, face recognition, image detection, image classification, deep learning, and reinforcement learning;

4. Proficient in c/c++, python/perl/shell programming language, and basic knowledge of data structure;

5. Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills, imagination, passion and a strong sense of mission to promote artificial intelligence

IV. APPLICATION

Application Method: Send email to shenwenzhu@meituan.com or apply through http://campus.meituan.com/#/